Bluenose Soaring Club - Soaring Weather

Larry Bogan - Feb 2002

Unisys Forecasts (weather.unisys.com/index.html)
Mountain Wave Forecast (US Navy)

Resources:

(uap-www.nrl.navy.mil/dynamics/html/mwfmusa.html)

Book:
“Meteorology and Flight” 2nd Ed. 186pp
(A pilot’s guide to weather) by Tom Bradbury
A.C.Black (London) 1996
Magazines:
Free Flight (Soaring Association of Canada)
(note Free Flight back issues in pdf format are available off
the internet from the SAC web site http://www.sac.ca)
Soaring (Soaring Society of America)
SailPlane and Gliding (British Gliding Association)
Especially look for articles by Tom Bradbury (TB)
The following are a few example articles by TB from Free
Flight (issue/year) page
Skywatch: (A beginner’s guide to clouds) 3/92 p6
Skywatch: (Unhelpful clouds and areas to avoid) 4/92 p6
Looking for Lift 6/93 p5
Bubbles or Columns 2/97 p7
The Evolution of Cumulus Clouds 3/95 p8
Cumulus Spread Out 2/94
A Look at Wave Clouds 6/92 p6
Wind Shear and Waves (part 2) 1/92 p8
Billows, Windshear and Waves 3/94 p6
Water Vapour (The invisible factor) 1/96 p14
and others

Next day planning
Environment Canada Forecast

(weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca/forecast/textforecast_e.html)

Temperature and Precipitation Maps
(grads.iges.org/pix/east_tomorrow.gif)

12 hours or less planning
NavCanada Graphics forecast (xx = 00, 06, or 12 hours)
www.cmc.ec.gc.ca/cmc/gfa/images/GFACN34_cldwx_0xx.gif

TAF at Greenwood, Halifax

(www.flightplanning.navcanada.ca)

Flight Service Halifax (FSS) (1-800-463-6377)
Current Weather
Skew-T/Log-P (Tephigram) for Yarmouth, NS
(www.rap.ucar.edu/weather/upper/cyqi.gif)
Skew-T/Log-P (Tephigram) for Caribou, Me
(www.rap.ucar.edu/weather/upper/car.gif)
Jet Stream

(www.intellicast.com/Star/World/UnitedStates/JetStream/)

Eastern Canada IR satellite image

(weather.unisys.com/satellite/sat_ir_ecan.html)

Eastern Canada Visible satellite image

(weather.unisys.com/satellite/sat_vis_ecan.html)

Weather Information for Soaring:
Planning several days ahead.
Environment Canada 3-5 day forecast

Plus many others I have not listed. If you have other internet
sites or resources that you think should be included, I would like
to examine it and list it here.

(weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca/forecast/textforecast_e.html)
CBC Weather (cbc.ca/cgi-bin/weather.cgi?Halifax)

Thermal Lift and Properties of the Atmosphere

The most common method of soaring in Nova Scotia is
with the use of thermal lift. Here we will discuss the
details of this type of lift as related to the properties of
the atmosphere.
Heating and Thermal Lift
Small Parcel of Air Example: Let’s get a feel for the
magnitude of the lift in the atmosphere. Consider a
spherical parcel of air 10 cm (4 inches) in radius. Some
of the properties that can be calculated are:
volume = 4.3 l
Density of Air = 0.0012 kg/l = 1.2 kg/m3
Mass = 0.0052 kg = 5.2 grams

The properties of the air can be reasonably described
with the Ideal Gas Law: PV = NRT
Pressure = P; Volume = V; Temperature = T
# Moles, N ; 1 mole of air = 28.8 grams = 0.0288 kg
Gas Constant, R = 8.31 J/mole/K
The parcel of air will be buoyant if it is warmer than the
air surrounding it. Let’s take the case of the parcel being
5 C warmer than surrounding air. The density decreases
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large bodies of air are
needed to form a
thermal bubble.
In reality the air
parcels rise until they
reach an inversion,
where the air
temperature is warmer.
This graph shows the
associated lift rates as a
function of the height of
the thermal. Weaker
thermals will eventually
die out as they mix with
the surrounding air.
Parcels do not rise as
bubbles below 1200 ft.
Thermals do mix slight with the surrounding air but most of
the volume keeps the same mixture of moisture and internal
energy that it had at the surface. The rising air parcel will cool as
its pressure decreases with the surrounding air at higher
elevations. As long as the surrounding air cools faster with
height the parcel will continue to rise.
The rising parcel (bubble) produces turbulence at the
boundary with the surrounding air and a sailplane will feel this
as it enters or leaves a thermal. Bubbles do not stretch all the
way to the ground and so one can not always find lift directly
below another sailplane if it is very much higher.
There are so many variations of thermal development and
evolution that it is not discussed here but left to your reading of
Tom Bradbury’s articles or book.

with higher temperature (same pressure) The buoyancy of the
parcel will be the difference in the weight of air displaced and
the weight of the parcel.
From the ideal gas law, we derive
∆ρ.
∆ρ ρo ∆T/T = 0.000020 kg/l
where ρ = density
Buoyancy = B = ∆m g = (∆ρ V) g = 0.00084 N
Acceleration of parcel = buoyancy / mass of parcel
a = B/m = 0.16 m/s2 = 0.32 kts/s
[1 kt = 0.515 m/s ]
This means that the parcel would increase in speed by 1/3 kt
every second. It would be unfair to predict the parcel motion
since we have neglected air resistance to flow.
Let’s estimate the drag force on the parcel:
Drag force = ½ ρ S CD V2
S = cross section area of the parcel = 314 cm2
CD = Drag coefficient (unit less) = 0.5 for a sphere
D = 0.00942 kg/m V2
The drag force increases with the square of the speed. At some
speed the drag force will equal the buoyancy force and the
parcel will no longer accelerate. This will be the terminal
velocity found by setting
D=B
Vt2 = (0.00084 N)/(0.00942 kg/m)
Vt = terminal velocity = 0.58 kts
This is very slow and not likely to lead to a thermal

Soaring Predictions using the Atmospheric
Temperature Profile - Tephigram or Skew-T Plot

One of the most valuable pieces of meteorological
information is obtained from instruments carried by balloons to
high in the atmosphere. The result of these ‘sounding’ are
available on the the internet (see resources) in the form of
Skew-T/Log-P diagrams of the temperature and due point as a
function of atmospheric pressure. In Nova Scotia our only
sounding comes from Yarmouth. The next closest one is from
Caribou, Maine.
Description of a Skew-T/Log P diagram (Similar to a
tephigrarm used by Tom Bradbury)
These graphs are different because the temperature (T) versus
pressure (P) are not plotted on perpendicular axes. The
isothermals (constant temperature lines) are not vertical but slant
off to the right at about 45 degrees. The effect is to produce T
versus P atmospheric plot which is more compact. A typical plot
is shown on the next page.
The vertical axis represents height in the atmosphere but using
pressure as the unit. I have added a height scale in feet. You
will have to get used to converting since most Skew-T plots just
show pressure. The chart below gives handy correspondence.
Roughly a difference of 30 mb (millibars) represents
approximately 1000 ft of height.

Larger parcel of air: 10 m diameter parcel of air
Volume = 4.3 million litres;
Mass = 5.2 tonnes
A larger sphere will rise faster because the buoyancy increases
with size faster than the drag force.
Buoyancy ~ volume ~ r3
Drag ~ area ~ r2
Vt ~ sqrt(r3/r2) ~ sqrt (r)
The 10 m radius parcel is 100 times larger than the 10 cm
parcel and will have a terminal speed
= sqrt(100)*0.58 kts = 5.8 kts
The above calculations are only approximate but this shows
that only larger bodies of warm air can rise as thermals. If the
temperature difference is smaller, the buoyancy is less and even
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slope up to the right but are more vertical than the
isothermal lines.
Saturated Adiabatic Laps Rate Lines - Once our rising
parcel of air’s temperature drops below the dew point it, the
moisture in it begins to condense and the latent heat of

Pressure
Approx Height
Approx Temp
Sea Level
0 ft
15 C
1000 mb
300 ft
15 C
910 mb
3000 ft
9C
850 mb
5000 ft
5C
700 mb
10,000 ft
-5 C
500 mb
18,000 ft
-20 C
300 mb
30,000 ft
-45 C
A millibar = 1 hectoPascal (hP)
Temperature and dew point versus pressure are plotted. The
dew point indicates the about of moisture versus height but we
are only interested in the value at the surface and that is all that
is plotted on the diagram above.

Bradbury rules:
- Estimate the afternoon cumulus cloudbase
Height (ft) = 400 (max T (C) - dew point T (C))
example: Morning 10 C Afternoon 25 C
Cloudbase = 400 x (25C - 10C) = 6000 ft
- Average climb rates in knots are equivalent to cloudbase
(or thermal height in blue weather) in thousands of feet - 1.
Example: 6,000'cloud base/1000 = 6 - 1 = 5 knots.

Thermodynamic Property Lines Other lines are on the diagram to aid in interpretation. We are
interested in what happens to a parcel of air rising from the
surface.
Dry Adiabatic Lap Rate Lines - The temperature of the
air near the surface changes during the day but the upper air
temperature changes little. The temperature of a parcel of
air warmed at the surface will rise, expand and cool with no
exchange of energy with the surrounding air. This is called
‘dry adiabatic expansion’. Near sea level the DALP (Dry
Adiabatic Laps Rate) is 3 C/1000 ft. (Laps rate is the
change with height). There are the solid lines sloping up
from right to left (labeled on the diagram) and are
approximately perpendicular to the isothermal lines. If we
follow the progress of a parcel of warm air rising on the
diagram it will trace a path along a line parallel to these
lines.
Constant Moisture Dew Point Lines - The parcel of air
will not exchange moisture with the surrounding air and will
maintain its relative moisture content. However, the dew
point of this parcel decreases as its pressure decreases. The
constant moisture dew point lines are the dashed lines that

vaporization heats the air. This produces a laps rate
different from the dry air rate. These lines are shown on the
diagram as dashed curved lines bending off to the left from
the bottom. The SALR (Saturated Adiabatic Laps Rate)
varies with temperature of the air.
Determining Thermal Height, Cloud Base and Height.

Day #1 Example:

The Skew-T plot above was taken at early morning and the air
temperature at the surface is cooled. As the sun heats the ground
during the day. The parcels that rise from the ground will be
warmer and warmer and be able to rise higher in the sky.
Midmorning Parcel of Air.
- The parcel of air will rise along a dry adiabatic line until its
temperature matches that of the upper air. (finely dashed line)
- The air does not cool low enough to reach the dew point before
it cools to air temperature aloft. This occurs at 2500 ft. So the
midmorning rising air does not condense and the sky is blue.
CU’s Form: As temperature rises on the ground new parcels
rise higher and eventually there is a time when the parcel can
rise high enough to cool below the dew point aloft. At that time
CU’s begin to form. (this is the case
with the second fine dashed line on the
diagram showing the adiabat of rising
air). The thermals stop at 910 mb or
6000 feet . As the air parcels rise, the
temperature difference between parcel
and surrounding air gradually decreases
and the buoyancy decreases and the lift
rate decreases as they approach cloud
base.
Mid-Afternoon Thermals:
- The air has warmed enough so that
the parcel of air cools to below the dew
point aloft before it is at the
temperature of the surrounding air. At
this point condensation takes place and
clouds form. Cloud base for this day
then is at the 790 mb level or 7400 ft.
This is a very good soaring day in Nova
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above 1 C and is stable. If it were
to be be depressed into the lower
air it would rise again because it
is warmer and less dense than the
air below.
Midmorning:
When the first thermals rise in
morning, they will be weak
because the air laps rate is very
similar to that of dry air. Hence
the temperature difference
between the rising parcel and the
surrounding air is so small that
the terminal speed of the thermals
are small. Compare this with the
temperature difference in
midmorning on day #1. Again the
thermals stop when they cool to
the surrounding air temperature at
2500 ft.
Clouds Form:
Later in the morning (by noon) perhaps the parcels are hot
enough to lift to a height where the dew point is reached. The
clouds that form at 6000 ft are not very thick because the
inversion stops them from rising above 7000 ft. The clouds are
not very active because there is very little temperature difference
between the air in them and the surrounding air.
Cloud Disappearance:
At mid-afternoon when the surface temperatures are the greatest,
the parcels of air now rise faster and are strong all the way up
since the air temperature difference is nearly constant with
height. But now the parcel never cools down to the dew point
because it reaches the inversion where the air is warmer. The
thermal height (7500 ft) is only slightly higher than the tops of
the clouds earlier in the afternoon. All during the afternoon the
cloud thickness would have been getting thinner while the cloud
base moved up to the tops. The clouds then disappear.

Scotia. The surrounding air is still warmer than the rising air so
there is still lift at the cloud base.
- Before it can cool more the latent heat of condensation warms
the air and the parcel now cools more slowly following the
saturated adiabat cooling line. Because of this, the buoyancy of
the air parcel will increase, increasing lift in the cloud.
- The parcel of air continues to rise and the moisture continues
to condense until it reaches the temperature of the air. This
defines the cloud tops. This day they reach to the 590 mb level
or about 14,000 ft. These are towering Cumulus typical of hot
summer days.
On some days the moisture from the ground can fill the
skies with these clouds and over develop the cloud structure to
the point where heavy rain showers are produced by the
condensing water from the air.

Day #2 Example:

Let’s consider a skew-T diagram for another day. This day has a
different atmospheric profile and hence a different cloud
development and evolution. Let’s follow through the thermal
and cloud
development.
You will notice
that the temperature
profile shows a
sharp warming at
the 820 mb level
(~7000 ft). This is
an ‘inversion’ where
the air at 7000 ft is
at 1 C while that
above it is warmer
and reaches a
maximum of 5 C at
8000 ft. The layer
from 7000 to
12,500 ft is all

Exercise:

On the skew-T plot below are marked the midmorning and
afternoon temperatures.
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Determine the following information:
For Midmorning:
The maximum soaring height.
Are there clouds? If so how thick are they?
For Afternoon
Are there clouds?
If so approximately how thick are they?
What is cloud base or max. thermal height?
Describe how the thermals evolve from midmorning to the
afternoon.
Skew-T/Log-P plots are only snapshots of the atmosphere at one
spot and one time. As new air moves in the plots change and
there can be dramatic differences in air masses only 100’s of
kilometres away especially during periods of fast moving
weather systems. Care should be taken in interpreting the plots
from Yarmouth for Stanley. In certain circumstances looking at
the plots from Caribou, Maine might be helpful.

hours on this day. The graph below gives the solar insolation on
a horizontal surface versus time of day.
The insolation in late summer is quite different as shown by
the graph for Nova Scotia in September . The day length is now
12 hours and peak insolation is lower by 20%. As every soaring
pilot knows, there is a strong seasonal variation in soaring on
thermals.

General Soaring Climate of Nova Scotia

Seasonal Variation of Soaring Conditions

Thermal Strength, as we have discussed, is stronger with larger
temperature differences between rising air parcel and
surrounding air. So the highest thermal will occur in the months
with cool air and good solar heating. The table shows the
maximum solar heating on the ground per day versus the month

The atmospheric profile is important in determining the general
character of a soaring day but one has to look at the topography
of Nova Scotia to fully understand our soaring climate. We
should also recognize that thermal lift is not the only type
available to the soaring pilot in Nova Scotia.
Diurnal Variations
On a good soaring day, the skies usually have been clear
overnight. As a result, radiation cooling of the ground and the
air just above it, has created an inversion at the surface. This is
shown in all the skew-T diagrams. Despite movement of the air
above, the air below the inversion is still. Only when the sun
heats this layer and it begins to mix with the moving layers
above, will the wind come up.
Although the sun is highest in the sky at 1 pm daylight time,
the maximum heating occurs about 2 hours later (~3pm). The
maximum temperature will depend on the cloud cover, the angle
of the sun and the amount of time that it is up. The summer
solstice at June 21 is when the sun rises highest in the sky and
stays up the longest and hence marks the most heating in the
northern hemisphere. In Nova Scotia the sun is up for 15-1/2

of the year. The next graph
shows the mean monthly
temperatures throughout the year.
The best month for soaring is
usually May which has as much
solar heating as July but with
cooler air. Note that the five
year average monthly
temperatures are slightly higher
than the forty year averages.
(Nova Scotias climate is
warming).
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Month
April
May
June
July
August
Sept
October
Nov.

Max Daily
Solar Heat
32 MJ/m2
38
41
40
35
27
19
12
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south and east rise the Rawdon Hills up to 700 ft in height near
Gore. The long center of the province is a granite upland over
which the cumulus clouds tend to form more readily. Many days
the Stanley and Waterville areas will be blue while lines of
fluffy cu’s stretch southwest to northeast along the middle of
Nova Scotia. This is due to faster warming of the dryer upland
area and because they are farther from the cool air at the sea
shore.
Winds and Cloud Base: On days with a NW wind and
widespread development of CU’s, the inland cloud bases will be
higher . The reverse is true when the wind is from the south and
the cloud bases of clouds to the north will be higher. The air
heats as it crosses the province becomes less dense and the same
pressure represents a larger altitude on the skew-T plot.
Blue Hole: Frequently, when there is widespread CU’s
making for a good cross country day, an area with no CU’s or
lift (called a ‘blue hole’) develops south of the Avon river inlet
from the Minas Basin. This is effectively blocks direct flights to
the west. It is possible that this is a result of easy penetration of a
sea breeze along the Avon River.
Sea Breezes: On days of light winds, a sea breeze will
usually intrude into Stanley airspace in mid-afternoon. The cold,
well mixed water of the Basin cools the air above it and after the
thermals of the afternoon have gotten going the denser, cooler
air flows south and ‘kills’ the thermals that were there earlier. If
the movement of the sea breeze encounters a weak south wind,
there can be a band of lift as the cool air lifts the warmer air over
the land. This can be used for soaring if the sea breeze slows in
the area of Stanley. (see diagram on the next page)
An Atlantic sea breeze with the help of a S or SW wind can
penetrate the 65 km across the province to Stanley and to the
Minas Basis. When this happens, there can be some excellent
soaring under the convergence zone The cloud structure is so

Cloudiness is the greatest deterent to good soaring. In Nova
Scotia, we have very cloudy weather in the winter and a rule of
thumb is that about 1/3 of the days are sunny. The summer and
autumn are better with about ½ of the days being ‘sunny’. This is
the most highly variable weather statistic from year to year. In
2000 and 2001 we had exceptionally sunny summers and more
soaring days than usual.
Wind is also a factor in soaring. It can be a source of lift on
a ridge or wave lift over a sufficiently high ridge. Unfortunately,
in Nova Scotia these are rare and not available regularly
especially at Stanley airport. For our purposes the wind is
mainly a factor in shaping the thermals we use. The windiest
season is winter while summer has the lightest.
Certain wind directions predominate in the
different seasons. While northwest (NW) is the predominant
direction in the winter, Nova Scotia has more southwest wind
(SW) in the summer. Unfortunatley, we usually find the best
soaring days are associated with an approaching high pressure
system then gives NW or N
winds.
Winds are mostly
determined by weather systems
moving through the region, but
local diurnal winds also have
dramatic effect on thermal
soaring conditions. These occur
because Nova Scotia is
surrounded by the cool waters of
the Atlantic Ocean and the Bay
of Fundy. In order to understand
the interaction of the sea
breezes, we must look at the
geography of Nova Scotia.
The map shows three areas
used for soaring: Stanley, our
base of operation; Waterville
Airport in the Annapolis Valley;
and Debert Airfield.
Stanley: The airfield is
only 95 feet above mean sea
level and yet 18 km from the
Minas Basin shore. To the
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Ridge Lift: There has been no known example of ridge lift
flown from of Stanley although there have been times when it
appears that some weak lift might be associated with the
Rawdon Hills to the south of Stanley. When there is wind shear
(increasing wind speed with height) the winds blowing over the
cumulus clouds produce a type of ridge lift that be used to climb
up the up the side of a cloud. This is an infrequent occurrence
but several Bluenose pilots have climbed above CU’s using this
technique. Check the winds aloft before you go flying to see if
this is a possibility. Try flying close to the bottom of the cloud
and head up wind and out in ‘front’ of the cloud to sample any
smooth lift that might be there due to air rising over the cloud.
The Annapolis Valley is the location used to do ridge
flying. The topographical map of part of the valley shown below
illustrates the advantages. The ridge runs from Blomidon
Peninsula southeast to Briar Island a distance of 200 km. Only a
fraction 130 km long between Blomidon and Digby is useful for
flying sailplanes. The height varies between 500 ft to 800 ft
above sea level. The valley floor varies from sea level to 150 ft
in height. The disadvantage of this ridge is its orientation
requires a south or
southeast wind for good
reliable lift. These
generally only occur just
before a low pressure
system crosses the areas,
generally bring rain.
Timing is critical.
In light winds of 10
knots or less the height of
the sailplane is a few
hundred feet above ridge
height. In very strong
winds the lift has been as
high as 2300 ft asl.

dramatic that it is quite visible as it approaches. A street of
clouds from Windsor to Truro develops with strong lift to the
north of a curtain of cloud hanging lower. The author has seen
the height differences over 1000 ft between the two level with
wisps of clouds below the lower level. Rapid flights along the
street are possible since there is almost continuous lift parallel to
the street. Sometimes lift is so much greater than the sink rate of
the glider, that the dive brakes are needed to keep the sailplane
away from the cloud bottoms.
Orographic Lift: We call hills mountains here in Nova Scotia
but the highest is at 1700 ft in Cape Breton. In the vicinity of the
Bluenose Soaring area our highest are about 1000 ft or lower.
Winds blowing over ‘mountain’ ridges provide lift on the
upwind side and if conditions are right, can produce quite
dramatic lift downwind by creating deep waves in the
atmosphere. Both have been used here.

Wave Lift:
Atmospheric Wave is not
associated with a low
relief topography such as
we have in the Maritimes
however, there have been
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at least 4 flight in the last 10 years
in wave to as high as 12,500 ft
asl. The first two instances were
from two separate flights out of
Stanley while the last two in the
Annapolis Valley. In 1997
Charles Yeates climbed in rough
thermals and a 25 kt headwind to
cloud base at 3500 ft to then
discovered wave existed above
when he noted that the
orientation of the cloud streets
was perpendicular to the wind. He
climbed above the CU’s to 8000 and explored two wave lift
maxima and there lateral extent. The conclusion was that the
wave was being generated by the Blomidon Peninsula. Tom
Foote had flown a wave a few years earlier in the Stanley area
but there are no details except that he was able to climb to
12,500 ft the bottom of class B airspace.
The most recent wave flights were done two gliders together
in November 2001 over the Annapolis Valley. Dick Vine and
Larry Bogan flew these. There were no CU’s but wispy rotor
cloud did mark where they transitioned from thermals at 4000 ft
to wave lift. The lift was strong from 500 to 700 ft/min initially.
They explored at least three lift maxima by flying up and down
wind. The wavelength was about 7.3 km. The maximum height
gained was 12,500 ft, and again limited by the bottom of class B
airspace in the Greenwood Control Zone. The lift extended
along the ‘North Mountain’ from Greenwood to Canning.
However, it is thought that the source of the wave are the Fundy
highlands 65 km up wind of the Valley. Rotor cloud was
observed up wind of the North Mountain over the waters of the
Minas Channel.
An analysis of the skew-T diagram from Yarmouth for the
day of the November flight provided information that allowed
for a determination of conditions existing in the upper
atmosphere at the time. By looking for a duplication of those
conditions, we may be able to predict when to make wave flights
in the Valley.
The conditions were:
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Unisys Weather: Aviation 4 Panel Plots

These are a great source for many different sides of the weather
forecast picture. Winds, Precipitation, Temperature,Lift Index,
K Index. These are predicted 6 to 72 hours into the future.
850 mb (5000 ft)
Most precipitation forms at 5000 feet or above. Temperatures at
this level do not show the diurnal temperature changes at the
earth'
s surface and are indicators of the type of precipitation.
500 mb (18,000 ft)
The ‘steering level’ since most weather systems and
precipitation follow the winds at this level. The winds follow the
height contours and generally run from 30 to 100 knots. This is
halfway up through the weather producing part of the
atmosphere.
300 mb
This level is referred to as the jet stream level. Areas of strong
winds at this level (winds > 100 knots or 115 mph), commonly
referred to as jets, indicate areas of high atmospheric energy.
Lifted Index
The LI field shows
instability in the
atmosphere by lifting a
parcel of air from the
surface to 500 mb and
comparing its
temperature to that of
the environment. The
lower the number, the
more unstable the
atmosphere. Values of
-4 or lower indicate
areas where severe
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thunderstorms are possible. Values > 10 indicate areas of stable
weather where skies are generally clear.
K Index
The KI field shows instability in the atmosphere. It is based on
the 850 to 500 mb lapse rate plus 850 mb dew point minus the
700 mb dew point depression. Where KIs are greater than 35, air
mass thunderstorms are likely. the higher the number, the higher
the probability. Values < 10 indicate areas of stable weather
where skies are generally clear.
.
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